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We have recently constructed a numerical code that evolves a spherically symmetric spacetime using a
hyperbolic formulation of Einstein’s equations. For the case of a Schwarzschild black hole, this code works
well at early times, but quickly becomes inaccurate on a time scale of (10– 100)M , where M is the mass of
the hole. We present an analytic method that facilitates the detection of instabilities. Using this method, we
identify a term in the evolution equations that leads to a rapidly growing mode in the solution. After elimi-
nating this term from the evolution equations by means of algebraic constraints, we can achieve free evolution
for times exceeding 10 000M . We discuss the implications for three-dimensional simulations.
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When solving Einstein’s equations as an initial value
problem, one considers spacetime as a foliation of spacelike
hypersurfaces, or ‘‘slices.’’ Einstein’s equations then sepa-
rate into two types: constraint equations, which relate the
dynamical variables on each particular slice, and evolution
equations, which describe how these variables propagate
from one slice to the next. The constraints are analogous to
the divergence equations in Maxwell’s theory, and the evo-
lution equations are analogous to the curl equations.
As in Maxwell’s theory, the evolution equations admit
solutions that violate the constraints. However, if the con-
straints are satisfied on the initial slice and on all spatial
boundaries, then the evolution equations guarantee that the
constraints are satisfied elsewhere. This permits numerical
solution schemes in which only the evolution equations are
explicitly solved at each time step.
Such ‘‘free evolution’’ schemes are desirable for several
reasons. First, the constraints are typically nonlinear elliptic
equations, which are difficult and costly to solve on a com-
puter, especially in the general case of three spatial dimen-
sions. Second, a free evolution scheme allows one to track
numerical errors by monitoring the constraints at each time
step.
For numerical evolution of black holes, an additional ad-
vantage of a free evolution scheme is that one can, in prin-
ciple, excise a black hole from the spacetime and evolve only
the exterior region, and one can do so without imposing ex-
plicit boundary conditions on the horizon. This is the basis
for so-called ‘‘apparent horizon boundary condition’’ meth-
ods, which are thought to be crucial for long-term numerical
evolution of black hole spacetimes @1–9#. However, excising
a black hole from a spacetime is known to be mathematically
well-defined only if the evolution equations are hyperbolic
and if the characteristic curves of the hyperbolic system are
‘‘physical,’’ that is, if they lie within the local light cone. In
this case, the structure of the equations guarantees that no
information, including gauge information, can emerge from0556-2821/98/58~4!/044020~12!/$15.00 58 0440the hole. For non-hyperbolic representations of general rela-
tivity such as the usual Arnowitt-Deser-Misner ~ADM! @10#
formulation, the evolution equations are of no mathematical
type for which well-posedness has been proven, and so the
suitability of these formulations for black hole excision must
be determined empirically on a case-by-case basis. It is in
part for this reason that much attention has been recently
focused on hyperbolic representations of Einstein’s equa-
tions @11–19#.
A key stumbling block in numerical work, particularly in
finite-difference solutions of initial value problems, is the
tendency for numerical computations to become unstable.
Instabilities have many origins, and the cause of any particu-
lar instability found in a numerical code is often difficult to
deduce. Furthermore, if the desired analytic solution is un-
known, it can be difficult to distinguish between an instabil-
ity and a case in which the analytic solution simply grows
without bound. Examples of the latter include systems that
evolve to physical singularities ~e.g., Oppenheimer-Snyder
collapse evolved using geodesic slicing! and those that
evolve toward coordinate singularities ~e.g., a Schwarzschild
black hole evolved with maximal time slicing, and several
harmonic-slicing examples that become singular for certain
choices of the initial lapse function @20,21#!. When diagnos-
ing instabilities in numerical simulations, it is therefore pref-
erable to study instances in which the analytic solution is
known and well-behaved.
We distinguish between two types of instabilities: a type
in which the numerical finite-difference equations admit rap-
idly growing solutions that do not satisfy the underlying con-
tinuum differential equations and a type in which the con-
tinuum equations themselves admit growing modes that are
absent in the desired solution but are excited by numerical
perturbations. An example of the former type, which we will
call a numerical instability because it depends on the numeri-
cal finite-difference equations, is the well-known Courant in-
stability that can arise in explicit finite-difference solutions
of hyperbolic partial differential equations ~PDEs!. The high-
frequency modes that characterize a Courant instability do© 1998 The American Physical Society20-1
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The latter type, which we will call a ‘‘continuum’’ insta-
bility because the unstable mode satisfies the continuum dif-
ferential equations, commonly occurs in systems of equa-
tions that admit both well-behaved and growing solutions.
Although one might be interested in the well-behaved solu-
tion, the growing mode eventually dominates if it at any time
acquires a nonzero amplitude via numerical errors. A simple
example is the equation y¨ 5y /9 with initial conditions
y51, y˙ 521/3. For these initial conditions the unique ana-
lytic solution is y5e2t/3, but a naive numerical integration
of this problem is unstable as it proceeds forward in time
because numerical perturbations excite the growing solution
y5et/3.
For numerical solutions of Einstein’s equations, a con-
tinuum instability may be due to a gauge mode excited by
inaccuracies in numerically determined coordinate condi-
tions. Or in the case of a free evolution scheme, it may be
caused by a rapidly growing mode that satisfies the evolution
equations but violates the constraints. This latter case is pos-
sible despite the fact that the evolution equations preserve
the constraints, because in numerical computations neither
the evolution equations nor the constraints are exactly satis-
fied. Constraint-violating modes have been discussed in the
literature @22–24# but their importance for numerical free
evolution schemes remains controversial.
Eliminating a continuum instability often requires a dif-
ferent approach than removing a numerical one, because
these two types of instability stem from quite different
sources. To remove a numerical instability, one must change
the numerical algorithm ~or details of the algorithm such as
the size of the time step! that is used to solve the equations,
so that this algorithm no longer introduces growing modes.
To remove a continuum instability, one must either remove
the numerical perturbations that excite the undesired solution
of the continuum equations, change the numerical scheme in
order to damp out this solution, or modify the continuum
equations themselves ~possibly including the choice of
gauge! so that no growing solution is present.
In this paper we examine instabilities in a numerical free
evolution code that solves a spherically symmetric black-
hole spacetime. Our code, which has been described in detail
elsewhere @7#, is based on a hyperbolic formulation of gen-
eral relativity @the ‘‘Einstein-Ricci’’ ~ER! formulation# origi-
nally proposed by Choquet-Bruhat and York @12,13#. For
short integration times our code performs well, but we show
in Sec. III that for the case of a Schwarzschild black hole it
becomes unstable and terminates on a time scale of
(10– 100)M , where M is the mass of the hole. This occurs
even in a gauge in which the analytic solution is regular at
the horizon and time-independent. The rate at which our er-
rors grow is independent of the numerical time discretization
Dt and the spatial discretization Dr , suggesting that the
growth is due to a continuum instability rather than a nu-
merical one.
In Sec. IV we present a method of analyzing the evolution
equations that facilitates the detection of continuum instabili-
ties. In the simplest application of this method we consider04402each ER evolution equation separately. For each equation,
we examine the free evolution of the ER variable governed
by that equation, treating all other ER variables as fixed and
given by the Schwarzschild solution. We ask whether pertur-
bations of the evolved ER variable about its Schwarzschild
value grow rapidly with time. We find that most of the ER
equations, when treated individually in this manner, are
stable, but that one of the ER equations is sensitive to a
continuum instability. A single term on the right-hand side of
the unstable equation is responsible for the growing mode.
In Sec. V we construct a modified set of evolution equa-
tions that no longer contain this troublesome term. This is
done primarily by using algebraic constraints to rewrite the
right-hand side of one equation. We find that numerical free
evolution of the modified set of equations remains accurate
for times in excess of 10 000M . This substantial improve-
ment indicates that the rapidly growing mode found by our
analysis in Sec. IV is the dominant instability afflicting free
evolution of the unmodified ER equations. In Sec. VI we
discuss our method of stability analysis and apply it to the
three-dimensional Einstein-Ricci equations, as well as to the
Einstein-Bianchi @19# and ADM systems. We discuss the im-
plications for three-dimensional free evolution schemes.
II. EQUATIONS
A. ER formalism
Here we summarize the fundamental variables and equa-
tions used in the ER representation of general relativity. For
details of the ER formulation and a derivation of the equa-
tions, see @12,13#.
We write the metric in the usual 311 form
ds252N2dt21gi j~dxi1b idt !~dx j1b jdt !, ~1!
where N is the lapse function, b i is the shift vector, and gi j
is the three-metric on a spatial hypersurface of constant t .
Define the variables
Ki j[2
1
2 N
21]ˆ 0gi j , ~2a!
Li j[N21]ˆ 0Ki j , ~2b!
M ki j[DkKi j , ~2c!
ai[Di~ ln N !, ~2d!
a0i[N21]ˆ 0ai , ~2e!
ai j[D jai . ~2f!
Here D is the three-dimensional covariant derivative compat-
ible with the three-metric gi j , the time derivative operator is
]ˆ 0[
]
]t
2£b , ~3!
and £ denotes a Lie derivative. The quantity Ki j is the usual
extrinsic curvature.0-2
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dimensional case can be found in @12,13,7#. The vacuum
constraint equations include
05R¯ i j2Li j1HKi j22KikK j
k2aia j2ai j , ~4a!
05Li
i1Ki jKi j1aiai1ai
i
, ~4b!
05M j ji2M i j j, ~4c!
05a0i1Hai1M i j j, ~4d!
where R¯ i j is the three-dimensional Ricci tensor formed from
the three-metric gi j . Equations ~4a!–~4c! follow from the
Gauss-Codazzi-Ricci equations for embedding a foliation
into a higher-dimensional space, and Eq. ~4d! follows from
harmonic time slicing. Additional constraints that must be
satisfied at all times are the definitions ~2c!, ~2d!, and ~2f!,
and the usual relation between Gki j and derivatives of gi j .
B. Spherical symmetry
The spherically symmetric three-metric can be written in
the general form
~3 !ds25A2dr21B2r2~du21sin2 u df2!, ~5!
where (r ,u ,f) are the usual spherical coordinates. Define
GrT[2BrGuur52BrGffr
52
2A2
Br G
r
uu52
2A2
Br sin2 u G
r
ff ,
~6a!
aT[a
u
u5a
f
f , ~6b!
LT[Luu5Lff , ~6c!
KT[Kuu5Kff , ~6d!
M rT[M ruu5M rff , ~6e!
M Tr[M uur5M ffr , ~6f!
where the subscript T denotes ‘‘transverse.’’
The evolution equations can be written in the form
]ˆ 0A52NAKr
r
, ~7a!
]ˆ 0Br52NBrKT , ~7b!
]ˆ 0Krr5NLrr , ~7c!
]ˆ 0KT5N~LT12KT2!, ~7d!
]ˆ 0N52N2~Kr
r12KT!, ~7e!
]ˆ 0ar5Na0r , ~7f!04402]ˆ 0aT5NF ~2M Tr2M rT2arKT! arA2 1 GrT2A2Br a0r
12KTaTG , ~7g!
]ˆ 0Grr
r 52
N
A2 @Krrar1M rrr# , ~7h!
]ˆ 0GrT52N@KTGrT12Br~arKT1M rT!# , ~7i!
]ˆ 0M Tr5NFKT~2M Tr1M rT1arKT!1 GrT2Br S LrrA2 2LTD
1Kr
r~2M Tr2M rT2arKT!G , ~7j!
]ˆ 0arr5N
]
]r
a0r1NF2Grrr a0r1ar2Krr1 arM rrrA2 1ara0rG ,
~7k!
]ˆ 0a0r5
N
A2
]
]r
arr1NFM rrrA2 ~2KT2Krr!
1arS ~ar22Lrr! 1A222Krr~Krr23KT! D
1
arr
A2 S 3ar22Grrr 1 GrTBr D
12M rTKr
r1aTS 4ar2 GrTBr D G , ~7l!
]ˆ 0M rrr5N
]
]r
Lrr1N@~ar22Grr
r !Lrr12Kr
r~Krrar1M rrr!# ,
~7m!
]ˆ 0Lrr5
N
A2
]
]r
M rrr1NFLrr~4KT25Krr!18M rTar
1
M rrr
A2 S 3~ar2Grrr !1 GrTBr D2 2M TrGrTBr
12arr~3KT2Kr
r!1ar
2~10KT2Kr
r!
2Krr~5Krr226KrrKT12KT2!G , ~7n!
]ˆ 0M rT5N
]
]r
LT1N@2KT~arKT12M rT!1arLT# ,
~7o!
]ˆ 0LT5
N
A2
]
]r
M rT1NFLTKrr1 ar2KrrA2
1~Lrr1arr!~Kr
r2KT!
1
A222KT
30-3
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r1KT!22Kr
r2KT1Kr
r3
12Kr
rKT21
M Tr
A2 S GrTBr 24arD
1
M rT
A2 S GrTBr 13ar2Grrr D G . ~7p!
The constraints ~4! become
1
Br F2 ]]r GrT1Grrr GrTG2arr2ar2
1Krr~2KT2Kr
r!2Lrr50, ~8a!
1
2A2Br F2 ]]r GrT1Grrr GrT2 GrT
2
2Br G
1
1
B2r2 1KTKr
r2aT2LT50, ~8b!
2LT1
Lrr
A2 12KT
21Kr
r212aT1
1
A2 ~ar
21arr!50,
~8c!
M rT2M Tr50,
~8d!
a0r1ar~2KT1Kr
r!1
M rrr
A2 12M rT50.
~8e!
The additional constraints ~2c!, ~2d!, ~2f!, and the usual re-
lation between Gki j and derivatives of gi j take the form
]
]r
Krr22Grr
r Krr2M rrr50, ~8f!
]
]r
KT2M rT50, ~8g!
M Tr2
GrT
2Br ~Kr
r2KT!50, ~8h!
]
]r
~ ln N !2ar50, ~8i!
aT2
GrT
2A2Br ar50, ~8j!
]
]r
ar2arr2Grr
r ar50, ~8k!
]
]r
A2AGrr
r 50, ~8l !
]
]r
Br2
GrT
2 50. ~8m!04402III. FREE EVOLUTION OF THE ER SYSTEM
A. Method
We solve the spherically symmetric ER evolution equa-
tions ~7! at every time step using the causal differencing
method described in @7#. The constraints are satisfied on the
initial time slice but are not solved explicitly during the evo-
lution.
The inner boundary of the numerical domain is a surface
that remains within a grid spacing of the apparent horizon,
r5rAH . Because the apparent horizon is an outgoing null or
spacelike surface, the hyperbolic evolution equations require
no boundary condition there. The outer boundary is an arbi-
trary spherical surface far from the black hole at r5rmax . At
the outer boundary, we use the ‘‘extended Robin’’ condition
discussed in @7#. This outer boundary condition does not
properly handle wavelike behavior, but in practice it is ad-
equate for the cases shown here.
The lapse function can be freely specified on the initial
time slice, and is subsequently determined by the harmonic
time slicing condition ht50. The shift is chosen to satisfy
the minimal strain equation @25#. This equation minimizes
the average change in the three-metric as one evolves from
one time slice to the next, and is used to provide a shift
vector that does not produce coordinate singularities. The
minimal strain equation requires two boundary conditions,
for which we choose
br2
N
A 50 at r5rAH , ~9!
]
]r
~r2br!50 at r5rmax . ~10!
The inner boundary condition ensures that at the apparent
horizon, the coordinates move outward at the local speed of
light, c5N/A . This prevents the coordinates from falling
into the black hole. The outer boundary condition ensures
that the shift falls off like r22, in accordance with the time-
independent Schwarzschild solution written in harmonic slic-
ing @Eqs. ~11! below#. We use a feedback technique @7# to
keep the horizon near r52M .
B. Initial data
Our initial data are chosen on a time slice corresponding
to a well-behaved, fully time-independent harmonic foliation
of the Schwarzschild geometry ~cf. Refs. @26–28#!. Such a
slice penetrates the event horizon without encountering a co-
ordinate singularity, and extends to the physical singularity
at r50. With an appropriate choice of spatial coordinates on
the slice, all dynamical variables are time-independent @28#
and are given by
A25S 11 2M
r
D F11S 2M
r
D 2G , ~11a!
B51, ~11b!0-4
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1
A , ~11c!
br5
4N2M 2
r2
, ~11d!
Grr
r 52
N2M
r2
F11 4M
r
1
12M 2
r2
G , ~11e!
GrT52, ~11f!
KT5
4NM 2
r3
, ~11g!
Krr52
4NM 2
r3
F21 3M
r
1
4M 2
r2
1
4M 3
r3
G , ~11h!
M rrr5
4N3M 2
r4
F61 18M
r
1
35M 2
r2
1
40M 3
r3
1
56M 4
r4
1
64M 5
r5
1
48M 6
r6
G , ~11i!
M rT52
4N3M 2
r4
F31 5M
r
1
8M 2
r2
1
12M 3
r3
G , ~11j!
M Tr5M rT , ~11k!
Lrr52
16N4M 4
r6
F141 42M
r
1
85M 2
r2
1
120M 3
r3
1
136M 4
r4
1
128M 5
r5
1
80M 6
r6
G , ~11l!
LT5
16N4M 4
r6
F11 M
r
2
4M 3
r3
G , ~11m!
ar5
N2M
r2
F11 4M
r
1
12M 2
r2
G , ~11n!
aT5
N4M
r3
F11 4M
r
1
12M 2
r2
G , ~11o!
arr52
MN4
r3
F21 13M
r
1
56M 2
r2
1
40M 3
r3
2
48M 5
r5 G ,
~11p!
a0r5
16M 3N5
r5 F11 6Mr 1 24M
2
r2
1
24M 3
r3
1
16M 4
r4
G ,
~11q!
where M is the mass of the black hole. One can explicitly
check the time-independence of this solution by inserting
Eqs. ~11! into the ER evolution equations ~7! and verifying
that all time derivatives are zero. Note that Eqs. ~11! satisfy
the minimal strain shift condition, as does any time-
independent solution of Einstein’s equations.04402C. Results
Figure 1 shows the error in the metric function A as a
function of time. We plot the quantity uA2Aanu2 , where Aan
is the analytic value of A given by Eq. ~11a!, and the l2 norm
of a quantity q is defined by
uqu2[
A( i51N qi2
N . ~12!
The sum is over all grid points that contain valid data ~i.e.,
all grid points outside the horizon!. The quantity uA2Aanu2 is
shown for several different grid resolutions, each with the
same Courant factor Dt/Dr .
At early times, the error in A varies with resolution like
O(Dr)2, as expected for our second-order convergent nu-
merical method. However, after about (10– 30)M the error
grows rapidly, approximately like t4 at late times. The
growth rate is independent of the grid resolution. Eventually,
when errors have become sufficiently large, the code crashes,
typically because it fails to locate an apparent horizon.
It is common for numerical finite-difference schemes to
produce solutions with errors that grow as the truncation
error accumulates. However, such growth is typically linear
in time, with a slope proportional to (Dt)2 ~for a second-
order scheme!, and can be easily defeated by increasing the
resolution. In contrast, Fig. 1 shows a more rapid growth rate
that increases with time, indicating that we are observing
something other than accumulating truncation errors.
In Fig. 2 we plot the error in A as a function of radius for
several different times. The error is greatest near the horizon
and remains smooth in both space and time as it grows. The
fact that our errors are largest near the black hole does not
necessarily indicate that the instability is somehow associ-
ated with our treatment of the inner boundary; one expects
numerical errors to be greater for smaller values of r simply
FIG. 1. The l2 norm of A minus its analytic solution ~11a!,
shown as a function of time for five grid resolutions. The outer
boundary is at rmax564M and the Courant factor Dt/Dr is 3/4. All
five plots terminate when the code crashes.0-5
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positive n .
Other quantities behave much like the error in A . In Fig.
3 we plot the error in Lrr with respect to the analytic solution
~11l!, and in Fig. 4 we plot the left-hand side of the Hamil-
tonian constraint ~8c!. Both quantities are approximately
second-order convergent, but at late times they increase rap-
idly ~faster than linearly! in time at a rate independent of the
grid resolution.
Figures 1–4 suggest that the instability is not purely nu-
merical. Numerical instabilities typically grow like en, where
n is the number of time steps. Consequently, for a numerical
instability one expects that reducing the time discretization
Dt would make the instability grow faster as a function of
time, because integrating to a particular value of t requires
more steps. However, in Figs. 1–4, Dt is decreased with
FIG. 2. Error in A as a function of coordinate radius, for the
Dr/M51/16 case shown in Fig. 1. The function A2Aan is plotted
at five times. The error grows rapidly but smoothly until the code
crashes.
FIG. 3. The l2 norm of Lrr minus its analytic solution ~11l! as a
function of time, shown for the same cases as plotted in Fig. 1.04402each finer grid resolution, but the growth rate is unaffected.
Similarly, at late times we see no change in the growth rate if
we vary Dt while keeping the grid resolution fixed, as shown
in Fig. 5. Instead, for Dt!0 our errors converge to a limit
~this is simply the limit in which numerical truncation error
is dominated by Dr instead of Dt!.
Our results instead suggest that our code suffers from a
continuum instability. In this case, the code should remain
second-order convergent and the growth rate of errors should
depend only on the continuum equations and not on numeri-
cal parameters like Dr or Dt . A smaller Dt or Dr should not
intensify the instability, but instead should improve our
simulations by virtue of reducing the numerical perturbations
that excite the offending mode. Our results are consistent
with these expectations.
One possible source of a continuum instability is a rapidly
increasing constraint-violating solution of the evolution
FIG. 4. The l2 norm of the Hamiltonian constraint ~8c! versus
time, shown for the same five cases as in Fig. 1.
FIG. 5. The l2 norm of A2Aan versus time shown for five
different values of Dt , each with Dr/M51/16. The outer boundary
is at r564M . At late times, the dominant error is independent of
Dt .0-6
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Another is a gauge mode that is not present in the analytic
solution. In the case of a gauge mode, one would expect
gauge-invariant quantities to remain relatively unaffected
while other quantities blow up. However, at late times, both
gauge-dependent quantities like Lrr ~Fig. 3! and gauge-
invariant quantities like the Hamiltonian constraint ~Fig. 4!
increase rapidly with time at approximately the same rate.
IV. STABILITY OF INDIVIDUAL
EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
To gain further insight into the nature of the instability,
we consider each ER evolution equation separately. For each
evolution equation, we treat the ER variable governed by
that equation as freely evolving, but we fix the remaining ER
variables to the analytic expressions given in Eqs. ~11!. In
this way we can study the stability of each individual evolu-
tion equation in the absence of all couplings to other equa-
tions. Although this analysis will not shed light on any insta-
bilities that are caused by these couplings, it is likely that if
any of the evolution equations are found to be unstable indi-
vidually, they will remain unstable when coupled to the other
equations.
We note that the method of analysis described below can
also be used to examine coupled sets of equations as long as
the couplings do not arise from derivative terms—this is de-
scribed in more detail in the Appendix. However, we will see
that treating one equation at a time is sufficient for the case
discussed here.
Let y represent any of the ER variables that evolve ac-
cording to Eqs. ~7!. If all ER variables other than y are con-
sidered known functions of r , then the evolution equation for
y takes the form
]
]t
y2b~r !
]
]r
y5S~y ,r !, ~13!
where the function S(y ,r) contains no derivatives of y . If we
perturb the quantity y about its time-independent solution by
writing y!y1j , then Eq. ~13! yields, to first order in j,
]
]t
j2b~r !
]
]r
j5R~r !j , ~14!
where R(r) does not depend on j.
For each of the ER evolution equations ~7! there is a
corresponding perturbation equation of the form ~14!. Each
perturbation equation has a different function R(r) that de-
pends on the right-hand side of the corresponding evolution
equation. We will see that the form of R(r) is what deter-
mines whether a particular evolution equation is individually
stable.
For the simple case in which b(r) and R(r) are constants
and b.0, the solution to Eq. ~14! on rP@2M ,`# is
j~r ,t !5j0~r1bt !e
Rt
, ~15!
where j0(r) is the initial perturbation at t50. The stability is
determined by the sign of R: If R.0 ~assuming that the04402initial perturbation falls off with radius more slowly than
e2rR/b!, the perturbation grows exponentially with time; if
R,0 ~assuming that the initial perturbation grows with ra-
dius more slowly than eruRu/b!, the perturbation decays.
For the more realistic case of nonconstant R and b, the
solution to Eq. ~14! is more complicated than Eq. ~15! and is
considered in the Appendix. Nevertheless, one can roughly
determine whether a given ER evolution equation is indi-
vidually stable by examining the sign of the function R(r)
associated with that evolution equation.
Applying this criterion to the ER evolution equations ~7!,
we find that R(r) is everywhere negative for all but four of
these equations, indicating that these equations should be
stable to small perturbations. The four remaining equations
have positive R(r), suggesting that they might be unstable.
If R(r)[y] denotes the function R(r) associated with pertur-
bations of the variable y , then the four positive R(r)[y] are
R~r ![KT]54NKT5
2z3
M ~11z !~11z2! , ~16a!
R~r ![aT]52NKT5
z3
M ~11z !~11z2! ,
~16b!
R~r ![MrT]54NKT1
]
]r
b
5
z3~213z14z215z3!
2M ~11z !2~11z2!2 , ~16c!
R~r ![Lrr]5N~4KT25Kr
r!12
]
]r
b
5
z3~20119z118z2117z3!
4M ~11z !2~11z2!2 , ~16d!
where z[2M /r and the expressions in terms of z have been
obtained from the analytic solution ~11!.
We can test whether perturbations of individual evolution
equations are indeed unstable by modifying our code so that
a single dynamical variable may be evolved in time while all
other variables, including the shift, are held fixed to the ana-
lytic solution ~11!. We find numerically that all evolution
equations ~7! are individually stable except Eq. ~7n!, the
equation for Lrr .
Our above analysis predicted that the Lrr equation should
be individually unstable because it is associated with a posi-
tive R(r). However, it also predicted that the KT , aT , and
M rT equations should be unstable for the same reason. As
shown by a more detailed analysis in the Appendix, the KT ,
aT , and M rT equations are stable because their correspond-
ing values of R(r) are much smaller in magnitude than the
value of R(r) associated with the Lrr equation.
The growing mode allowed by the Lrr evolution equation
~7n! can be described as a continuum instability: it depends
only on the equation itself and the equilibrium solution, and0-7
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initial perturbations that excite the unstable mode.
V. MODIFIED EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
A. Modifications for stability
The large positive R(r) associated with perturbations of
Lrr originates from the term NLrr(4KT25Krr) that appears
on the right-hand side of the Lrr evolution equation ~7n!.
This term must be modified if the Lrr evolution equation is to
be made individually stable. There are several ways to ac-
complish this.
One possibility is to change variables. If one evolves
some quantity QLrr instead of Lrr , where Q is some com-
bination of the other ER variables, then perturbations of
QLrr will be governed by Eq. ~14! with some new value of
R(r). By a careful choice of Q one hopes to obtain a more
favorable ~more negative! R(r). For example, the evolution
equation for the quantity B2r2Lrr yields R(r)5N(2KT
25Krr)12]b/]r , which is still positive but is slightly
smaller in magnitude than Eq. ~16d!. Similarly, the evolution
equation for Lr
r yields R(r)5N(2KT23Krr). However, there
are two reasons why such a procedure is unattractive as the
sole method of stabilizing the Lrr equation. First, the ER
equations are linear in Li j , M i j
k
, ai j , and a0i ~but nonlinear
in the other variables!, and evolving QLrr where Q is any-
thing other than the metric functions or the lapse would spoil
this linearity. Second, in order to make R(r) nonpositive
everywhere by evolving the quantity BnrnLrr /Am, it turns
out that the required value of n is large enough that
BnrnLrr /Am grows with r , hampering our ability to impose
an accurate outer boundary condition.
Another approach is to use the constraint equations to
eliminate the troublesome term that appears on the right-
hand side of the Lrr evolution equation ~7n!. In order to
avoid changing the hyperbolic character of the evolution
equations, one must use only constraint equations that are
algebraic, that is, those that contain no derivatives. Fortu-
nately, many of the ER constraints are algebraic. For some
constraints this is merely a result of spherical symmetry, but
several ER constraint equations are algebraic even in the
general case of three spatial dimensions plus time. In spheri-
cal symmetry, the algebraic constraints are Eqs. ~8c!, ~8d!,
~8e!, ~8h!, and ~8j!. An additional algebraic constraint can be
formed from Eqs. ~8a! and ~8b! by eliminating the derivative
of GrT , yielding
2LT2
Lrr
A2 2Kr
r212aT2
1
A2 ~ar
21arr!
2
2
B2r2 1
GrT
2
2A2B2r2 50. ~17!
Because we wish to modify the Lrr term on the right-hand
side of Eq. ~7n! for the case in which all variables except Lrr
are fixed to the analytic solution, the only relevant algebraic
constraints are those that involve Lrr , namely Eqs. ~8c! and
~17!.04402We have found several methods of obtaining an individu-
ally stable evolution of Lrr . These all involve the use of
algebraic constraint equations, and some also employ a
change of variables. We have had the most success with the
following approach: First eliminate LT from Eqs. ~8c! and
~17! to obtain
GrT
224A2
4B2r2 2ar
22arr2A2~KT21Kr
r2!2Lrr50. ~18!
Then write down the evolution equation for the quantity Lr
r
,
and add N(4KT25Krr)/A2 times Eq. ~18! to the right-hand
side, yielding
]ˆ 0Lr
r5
N
A2
]
]r
M rr
r 1NF2KrrLrr18 M rTA2 ar
1M rr
r S 3ar2Grrr 1 GrTBr D22 M TrGrTA2Br
1~5Krr24KT!
1
B2r2 S 12 GrT
2
4A2 D
1
ar
2
A2 ~6KT14Kr
r!1
arr
A2 ~2KT13Kr
r!
1KT~2Kr
r213KTKr
r24KT2!G . ~19a!
Because we now evolve Lr
r instead of Lrr , we also choose to
evolve M rr
r instead of M rrr . This preserves the symmetry
between the L-M pairs of evolution equations that make up
wave equations. The evolution equation for M rr
r is
]ˆ 0M rr
r 5N
]
]r
Lr
r1N@arLr
r12Kr
r2ar14Kr
rM rr
r # . ~19b!
Evolving M rr
r has an additional advantage: perturbations of
M rr
r governed by Eq. ~19b! have a smaller ~more negative!
R(r) than perturbations of M rrr governed by Eq. ~7m!, and
so perturbations of M rr
r should decay more rapidly.
B. Results
Figures 6–8 show the l2 norms of the error in A , the error
in Lrr , and the Hamiltonian constraint for simulations in
which we solve the modified evolution equations ~19! in
place of Eqs. ~7m! and ~7n!. The numerical method used in
these simulations is identical to the one used to integrate the
unmodified evolution equations in Sec. III. We use a larger
outer boundary radius, rmax5128M , to suppress outer
boundary difficulties that become important at late times.
For the same grid resolution, our code integrates several
orders of magnitude farther in time when using the modified
evolution equations than when using the unmodified ones.
The large errors that grow on a time scale of (10– 100)M in
Figs. 1–5 are not present in Figs. 6–8. Instead, numerical
errors increase linearly with time ~or slower than linearly! for
over 10 000M until difficulties associated with our treatment0-8
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The errors in all dynamical variables except N and Br
exhibit the same linear growth as seen in Figs. 6 and 7.
Errors in N and Br are instead dominated by outer-boundary
effects that grow rapidly and eventually terminate our code.
Figure 9 shows the error in the lapse function N at various
times, plotted as a function of radius for several simulations
with different outer boundary radii rmax but with the same
grid resolution Dr and time discretization Dt . Increasing the
outer boundary radius suppresses the rapid growth of outer-
boundary-related errors at late times and allows for much
longer simulations. It should also be possible to improve our
results by modifying our outer boundary condition, but the
integration times achieved by our code are already beyond
FIG. 6. The l2 norm of the error in A versus time, computed for
three resolutions using the modified evolution equations. The outer
boundary is at rmax5128M and Dt/Dr53/4. For t*5M the growth
is only linear in time, and the code runs much longer than for the
case shown in Fig. 1.
FIG. 7. The l2 norm of the error in Lrr versus time, shown for
the same three cases as in Fig. 6.04402what should be necessary for modeling interesting 3D astro-
physical problems such as black-hole binary coalescence.
VI. DISCUSSION
The success of our free evolution scheme when solving
the modified ER equations is strong evidence that the grow-
ing continuum mode identified in Sec. IV is responsible for
the instability discussed in Sec. III C. The key modification
required to suppress the instability was the removal of a term
on the right-hand side of the Lrr equation, the very term that
our analysis in Sec. IV singled out as problematic. Although
we have also improved the performance of our code by using
Lr
r and M rr
r as dynamical variables instead of Lrr and M rrr ,
we have verified that making this change of variables alone,
without removing the troublesome term in the Lr
r equation by
FIG. 8. The l2 norm of the Hamiltonian constraint versus time,
shown for the same three cases as in Fig. 6. There is no significant
growth at late times.
FIG. 9. The absolute value of the error in N as a function of
radius, shown at various times for several cases of differing rmax .
All plots have Dr/M51/32 and Dt/Dr53/4. The simulation with
rmax564M crashes at 12 000M .0-9
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than those shown in Sec. III C. Conversely, removing the
unstable term and evolving Lrr and M rrr instead of Lr
r and
M rr
r still allows evolutions to thousands of M .
It is no surprise that the detailed behavior of the instability
shown in Sec. III C is much more complicated than that pre-
dicted by our simple analysis in Sec. IV and in Appendix A.
We considered the evolution of a single variable according to
a single linear advective equation that possesses only fixed,
ingoing ~for b.0! characteristic curves. The ER system is
actually a coupled system of nonlinear advective and wave
equations, and its three families of characteristic curves
~along the ingoing and outgoing light cones, and along the
normal to the foliation of time slices! depend on the solution.
One could do better than our treatment in Sec. IV by linear-
izing Eqs. ~7! about the analytic solution and solving the
entire system of coupled linear partial differential equations;
however, our approach is far simpler and appears to give the
correct qualitative results.
We emphasize that the results presented in Sec. V B were
obtained using free evolution, and that no constraints have
been enforced. Furthermore, we note that the modifications
discussed in Sec. V do not alter the hyperbolic character of
the system. A different version of our code evolves Eqs. ~7!
while enforcing several algebraic constraint equations @spe-
cifically, we solve Eq. ~8d! for M rT , Eqs. ~17! and ~8c! for
LT , and Eq. ~8e! for a0r after every time step#, and yields
evolutions accurate for times on the order of 1000M . While
constraint enforcement allows our simulations to remain ac-
curate for far longer times than with free evolution of the
unmodified ER equations ~7!, our partially constrained
method eventually succumbs to an instability slightly after
1000M . The details of exactly how constraint enforcement
suppresses the continuum instability found in Sec. IV are
unknown.
We have concentrated on a case in which the analytic
solution is manifestly time-independent, namely, when initial
data given by Eqs. ~11! are evolved using a harmonic time
coordinate. However, modifying our evolution equations
also dramatically improves our numerical results when initial
data are chosen on a minimally modified ingoing Eddington-
Finkelstein ~MMIEF! @6# time slice, so that subsequent evo-
lution using harmonic time slicing yields a time-dependent
result. Using our partially constrained code, we have shown
@28# that the evolution of MMIEF initial data using harmonic
time slicing relaxes to the solution ~11! at late times. The
same result holds for free evolution of the modified ER equa-
tions.
It is straightforward to extend the analysis in Sec. IV to
the three-dimensional ER system. In this case, it is useful to
include couplings between tensor components. For example,
three-dimensional perturbations of Li j , with all other quan-
tities held constant, obey
]
]t
j2b i
]
]xi
j5R~x ,y ,z !j , ~20!
which is similar to Eq. ~14! except that here j is a column
vector containing (dLxx ,dLxy , . . . ,dLzz) and R(x ,y ,z) is a044020matrix. For perturbations about the spherically symmetric so-
lution ~11!, we find that the largest eigenvalue of R(x ,y ,z) is
given by the same expression ~16d! as in the spherically
symmetric case, indicating that the three-dimensional ER
equations should suffer from the same instability as their
spherically symmetric counterparts. Applying the same
analysis to the Ki j evolution equation in the ADM system
@using the same analytic solution ~11!# results in eigenvalues
of R(x ,y ,z) that are the same size as Eq. ~16b! and applying
it to the Ei j , Hki , j , Ki j , and G i j
k equations in the Einstein-
Bianchi system @19# yields eigenvalues of R(x ,y ,z) that are
no larger than 3/2 the size of Eq. ~16b!; so we expect that the
type of continuum instability we find in the ER system
should not be present in either of these two other formalisms.
Although our stability analysis makes use of the analytic
solution ~11!, in principle any other solution can be used
instead as a background for perturbations. Because the form
of the ER evolution equations given by Eqs. ~7! assumes
harmonic slicing, the only relevant time-independent solu-
tion is Eqs. ~11!. However, for the case of the Einstein-
Bianchi or ADM system evolved using a different gauge,
one might be interested in a different background solution.
The features of the background solution that are important
for determining stability are the signs and relative magni-
tudes of components of Ki j and derivatives of b i. We note
that these features are approximately the same for the
Schwarzschild solution on time-independent MMIEF slices
as they are for the Schwarzschild solution on time-
independent harmonic slices, and so one obtains similar sta-
bility criteria in both cases.
In the case of the ER equations, we are fortunate to have
algebraic constraints that can be used to modify the evolution
equations without affecting the hyperbolic character of the
system, even in three dimensions. However, not all the ER
constraints are algebraic, and it is unclear in the three-
dimensional case which constraints must be used in order to
suppress instabilities. In particular, Eq. ~18!, which seems
necessary for removing the growing mode, is not algebraic in
three dimensions. This is because Eq. ~18! results from
eliminating second derivatives of the metric from Eqs. ~8a!
and ~8b!; the three-dimensional equivalent is forming a lin-
ear combination of components of Eq. ~4a! that eliminates all
second derivatives of gi j appearing in the Ricci tensor R¯ i j ,
and is not possible for a general spacetime.
One might ask why we do not use Eq. ~8c! instead of Eq.
~18! to obtain a stable evolution equation for Lr
r
, since Eq.
~8c! is algebraic in the general three-dimensional case. The
answer is that it is possible to use Eq. ~8c! to obtain an
individually stable evolution equation for Lr
r
. However, do-
ing so introduces a term containing LT on the right-hand side
of the Lr
r evolution equation, where no such term existed
previously. This term generates a continuum instability in the
coupled Lr
r
-LT system ~where all variables except Lr
r and LT
are held fixed to the analytic solution!.
To better understand why Eq. ~8c! alone cannot stabilize
the ER equations, consider as fundamental variables not Lrr
and LT , but instead the trace and the trace-free parts of Li j ,
which in spherical symmetry are given by Li
i[Lr
r12LT and-10
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r2LT . If one constructs evolution equations for Li
i
and LTF, one finds that perturbations of LTF, holding Li
i and
all other ER variables fixed, obey Eq. ~14! with
R~r !5
N~10KT27Kr
r!
3 5
z3~48141z134z2127z3!
12M ~11z !2~11z2!2 .
~21!
The perturbations grow rapidly with time because R(r) is
large and positive. The source of the problem is a large,
positive LTF term on the right-hand side of the LTF evolution
equation. Because Eq. ~8c! involves only the trace of Li j and
not its trace-free part, this equation cannot be used to elimi-
nate the LTF term and thus cannot be used to stabilize the
system.
If one wishes to use the ER formulation in a 3D free
evolution, one must find a way of dealing with the unstable
continuum mode afflicting the ER evolution equations. Un-
fortunately, the above analysis suggests that in 3D, this can-
not be done in a simple way using algebraic constraint equa-
tions. Accordingly, for 3D simulations it may be more
fruitful to pursue other hyperbolic formulations such as the
Einstein-Bianchi system, which, according to our analysis,
should not suffer from this type of instability.
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APPENDIX
1. Solution of Eq. 14 on an infinite domain
Solutions to Eq. ~14! propagate along characteristic
curves r5r(t) that depend only on the shift vector and are
defined by
dr
dt 52b~r !. ~A1!
Each spacetime point (r ,t) intersects exactly one character-
istic curve. If we define s(r ,t) to be the radial coordinate at
which the characteristic curve passing through (r ,t) inter-
sects the initial slice t50, then for b(r) given by Eq. ~11d!
we can integrate Eq. ~A1! to find a relation between s , t , and
r:
t
2M 5ln
s
r
1
1
3 S r2M D
3F S s
r
D 321 G1 12 S r2M D
2F S s
r
D 221 G
1
r
2M F sr 21 G . ~A2!
044020Treating s and t as independent variables, we can write Eq.
~14! in the form
]j
]t U
s5const
5Rr~s ,t !j . ~A3!
Each value of R(r) listed in Eqs. ~16! can be written in
the form
R~r !5
z3@a1bz1cz21~b1c2a !z3#
2M ~11z !2~11z2!2 , ~A4!
where a , b , and c are constants and z[2M /r . Using this
expression for R(r) we can integrate Eq. ~A3! together with
Eq. ~A2! to obtain the general solution
j~r ,t !5j0~s !S sr D
aS 112M /r112M /s D
b2aS 11~2M /r !211~2M /s !2D
~c2a !/2
,
~A5!
where j0(r) denotes j on the initial slice t50.
For a fixed value of r we have s@r at late times, and so
Eq. ~A2! reduces to t;s3/12M 2 and Eq. ~A5! reduces to
j~r ,t !;j0~121/3M 2/3t1/3!S 12M 2tr3 D
a/3
, ~A6!
where time-independent factors have been dropped. If j ini-
tially falls off like r2m, then for a fixed r it will behave like
t (a2m)/3 at late times. For a.m13, perturbations will grow
superlinearly with time, but for a<m13 the growth is at
most linear ~for a,m the perturbation is actually damped!,
and so it does not represent an instability.
For the Lrr equation (a510) to be individually stable,
numerical errors must fall off at least as fast as r27. For the
KT equation (a54) to be stable, the leading-order falloff
rate must be no slower than r21. The M rT and aT equations
(a52) will be stable even if numerical errors grow with
radius, as long as these errors grow no faster than r .
Empirically, we find that the dominant numerical errors in
the wavelike variables ~Lrr , LT , M rT , arr , and a0r! fall off
like r21 and propagate outward from the strong-field region
near the hole. This is what one would expect for modes that
behave like gravitational radiation ~these modes are not al-
lowed in spherical symmetry but nevertheless can be present
in numerical error terms!. The dominant errors in other vari-
ables also propagate outward from the strong-field region,
and fall off either like r21 or r22. These falloff rates explain
our observation that the Lrr equation is individually unstable
but the KT , M rT , and aT equations are individually stable.
For background solutions other than Eqs. ~11!, the forms
of b(r) and R(r) will be different, and so the details of the
solution ~A5! will change. For example, if one takes the
MMIEF solution as a background @this is not relevant for
Eqs. ~7! because the MMIEF solution is not preserved under
harmonic slicing, but is relevant for other systems of evolu-
tion equations to which one might apply this analysis#, R(r)
typically falls off like r22 instead of r23, and b(r) falls off
like r21 instead of r22; so the stability criterion becomes-11
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cient a is typically smaller for the MMIEF background; so
both the MMIEF background and the background ~11! yield
similar predictions for stability.
Furthermore, note that our stability criterion can be ap-
plied to coupled evolution equations as long as there are no
couplings through derivatives. For example, consider the
coupled system consisting of all ER variables except M rrr ,
M rT , and a0r . If M rrr , M rT , and a0r are held fixed, the
perturbation equation for the 13 other variables can be writ-
ten in the form ~14!, where in this case j is a 13-element
column vector and R(r) is a 13313 matrix. To determine
stability, one examines each eigenmode of the perturbation
equation in the manner described above. An example in
which this analysis cannot be used without modification is
the coupled system consisting of Lrr and M rrr . In this case,
the spatial derivatives of Lrr in the M rrr equation ~7m! and
the spatial derivatives of M rrr in the Lrr equation ~7n! pre-
vent one from writing down a matrix perturbation equation
of the form ~14!. Instead, the perturbation equations possess
more than one family of characteristic curves, and so the
solution is more complicated.
2. Solution of Eq. 14 on a finite domain
In numerical simulations one often does not have a do-
main that extends to r5` , but instead one imposes an arti-
ficial boundary condition at some finite value of r . For sim-
plicity, consider a Dirichlet condition: assume j is fixed to044020some constant value j0 at the outer boundary r5r0 . If we let
t0(r) be the time it takes for information to propagate from
the outer boundary r0 to some radius r,r0 , then for (t ,r)
such that t.t0(r), the solution of Eq. ~14! is time-
independent, and for (t ,r) such that t,t0(r), the solution is
the same as for the case considered in above, in the first
subsection of this appendix.
For b(r) given by Eq. ~11d!, the time it takes for infor-
mation to propagate inward from radius s to radius r,s is
given by Eq. ~A2!. In this case, for R(r) given by Eq. ~A4!
the time-independent solution is
j~r !5j0S r0r D
aS 112M /r112M /r0D
b2aS 11~2M /r !211~2M /r0!2D
~c2a !/2
.
~A7!
For r0@r , the time-independent solution behaves roughly
like r2a.
One consequence of the above analysis is that if one uses
a Dirichlet outer boundary condition and an unstable mode
of this type is present ~that is, if numerical perturbations fall
off more slowly than r2a!, then the instability will become
more severe if the outer boundary location is moved to a
larger radius. This is because the unstable mode has more
time to grow before the time-independent state is reached.
We have verified this numerically for the simple case of the
Lrr evolution equation solved with all other variables held
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